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Viscous liquid–liquid wetting and dewetting of
textured surfaces

Xiaoyi Hu, Zhen Wang, David J. Hwang, Carlos E. Colosqui and
Thomas Cubaud *

We experimentally investigate the spreading and receding behavior of small water droplets immersed in

viscous oils on grid-patterned surfaces using synchronized bottom and profile views. In particular, the

evolution of apparent advancing and receding contact angles of droplets fed at constant flow rate is

studied as a function of grid surface coverage and height for a wide range of external phase viscosity.

Detailed examination of droplet aspect ratio during inflation process provides an averaging method for

characterization of quasi-static advancing angles on heterogeneous surfaces. Droplets spreading in

partial Cassie state on planar microfluidic grids are also shown to capture oil patches that further evolve

into trapped oil droplets depending on grid aspect ratio. The natural retraction velocity of thin water

films is examined based on external phase velocity and regime maps of trapped droplets are delineated

based on control parameters.

1. Introduction

Liquid–liquid wetting occurs in many natural and industrial pro-
cesses, such as enhanced oil recovery,1–3 oil–water separation,4,5

and self-cleaning surfaces.6,7 While the wetting characteristics
of liquid–gas systems have been widely studied,8–11 the presence
of a viscous external phase is known to strongly influence
wetting dynamics on plane and liquid-infused surfaces as well
as in porous media.12–17 Describing the wetting properties of two
liquids in contact with a solid surface is particularly challenging
due to the presence of two viscosity coefficients thereby limiting
the use of capillary numbers.18 In addition, most surfaces of
interests are rough and chemically heterogeneous and equili-
brium contact angles present significant deviations from
Young’s equation.

Droplets deposited on rough surfaces in air are typically
classified into two wetting states, including the Wenzel state,19

where droplets wet the total surface area, and the Cassie state20 in
which droplets do not permeate the surface texture and only wet
the top of surface asperities. Intermediate wetting states are also
commonly observed and various models have been developed to
predict droplet behavior on complex surfaces.21–24 The chemical
affinity, topography, and arrangement of decorated surfaces,
such as disconnected arrays of micropillars, individual cavities
or continuous grid patterns, have been found to play an impor-
tant role on contact angles25–30 and wetted area morphology,
including during the formation of polygonal drops.31–34

In general, a difficulty in defining contact angles on composite
surface resides with the local variation of the contact angle
along the contact line due to pinning sites and complex stick-
and-slip motion can lead to the trapping of air bubbles during
fast leaping motions.35 In addition to local topography, contact
angles also depend on contact line velocity and display large
hysteresis between advancing and receding motion.36,37 In the
context of liquid–liquid wetting, liquid-infused surfaces present
significant advantage for manipulating contact angles.38–41

Less is known, however, about the spreading and receding
behavior of immersed droplets fed at constant flow rate on
decorated surfaces.

In this work, we examine the wetting dynamics of water
droplets surrounded in viscous oils on grid-textured surfaces.
We show that grating provides strong pinning sites to manip-
ulate water droplet shape and contact angle, and grid cavities
form arrays of dead-end pores that capture minute oil droplets.
The aspect ratio of water droplets fed and withdrawn at con-
stant flow rate is first investigated. Recently, we developed a
method for measuring quasi-static advancing contact angle of
droplets fed at constant flow rate in air based on growth rate.42

Here, we compare direct measurements of apparent contact
angles of water droplets immersed in oil with a spherical cap
model. The shape of the wetted area is characterized based on
surface coverage to quantify the evolution of the radius of
curvature of faceted droplets. During the withdrawal process,
a thin water film is left and observed to spontaneously retract at
longer times. We investigate the relationship between the
characteristic film dewetting velocity and outer oil viscosity
coefficients. Finally, we discuss the occurrence of trapped oil
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droplets during the slow water drop spreading process, leading
to partial Cassie states. Regime maps are examined to char-
acterize the oil trapping process based on pores aspect ratio
and fluid properties. The extended period of time combined
with high-resolution microscopy enables access to a wide range
of natural and forced interfacial velocities.

2. Experimental methods

The experimental setup includes a patterned glass slide resting
at the bottom surface of a rectangular transparent cell filled
with silicone oil. A microneedle is mounted on a miniature XYZ
stage and positioned above the substrate to first inject and then
withdraw water using a syringe pump operating at volumetric
flow rate Q [Fig. 1(a)]. Synchronous orthogonal views of the
process are captured with high-resolution cameras equipped
with a telemetric zoom for the profile view and an extension
tube for the bottom view [Fig. 1(b)]. Patterns consist of square
grids with a mesh size d = 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 55 and 85 mm
and height h1 = 5 or h2 = 9 mm. A two-photon polymerization
technique is used with a picosecond laser to pattern photoresist
(NOA61 resin) using standard microfabrication techniques.43,44

Taking into account the widths of the grids wx = 7.6 and
wy = 10.1 mm resulting from the laser scanning process, the
grid surface coverage is defined as s = 1 – (d � wx)(d � wy)/d2,
where s = 0 corresponds to the glass substrate and s = 1 is

associated with a fully coated surface. Conversely, the surface
coverage of cavities delineated by the grid patterning corre-
sponds to 1 � s [Fig. 1(c)].

To examine the influence of surface composition, two types
of substrates are tested, including those where grids are built
on the bare glass, which are referred to as ‘bare’, and those
where meshes are built on a coated layer of the same photo-
resist, which are referred to as ‘coated’. Two heights, h1 and h2,
are tested for each type of coating. Hence, substrates are
labelled according to grid height and coating condition. For
instance, a substrate with a mesh of height of h = 9 mm built on
a bare surface is referred to as surface 2b.

As previous work has shown the predominance of the outer
phase viscosity Z2 over the inner phase viscosity Z1 during the
initial spreading of immersed droplets on smooth surfaces,18

experiments are conducted with drops made of DI water,
having viscosity Z1 = 1 cP, in an outer phase made of silicone
oils of various viscosities, such as Z2 = 9.3, 97, and 971 cP using
surfaces 1b at various d. These oils are usually referred in the
text based on their kinematic viscosities of 101, 102, and 103 cS
respectively, for simplicity. In general, all surfaces are tested
using a single fluid pair made of DI water and 100-cS oil. This
fluid pair is used as a standard reference unless otherwise
specified in the text.

The interfacial tension g12 between the water and oils inves-
tigated in this work remains constant g12 E 42.7 mN m�1. As
viscous silicone fluids correspond to heavy oils, the density
difference Dr = r1 � r2 with water is small, which leads to
relatively large capillary lengths lC = [g12/(Drg)]1/2 B 10 mm.
Hence, droplets with height H B 1 mm have small Bond
numbers Bo = (H/lC)2 B 10�2 and the shape of the free surface
between water and oil is expected to adopt a minimal surface
area configuration, including spherical cap morphologies due to
the absence of significant gravitational effects during quasi-
static deformation.

Therefore, our apparatus enables access to a form of reduced
gravity environment where contact angles can be inferred from
analysis of free surface shape during the slow deformation of
sessile drops. This method allows for an average measurement
of contact angles on chemically different surfaces, which are
compared to local apparent contact angles observed during
spreading on rough surfaces.

3. Inflation and deflation of immersed
drops

We first examine the morphology and dynamics of immersed
droplet spreading and receding from composite surfaces as
illustrated on Fig. 2(a). Parameters of interests comprise the
base diameter of the wetted area D, the droplet height H from
the substrate, and the apparent contact angle y obtained from
the profile view. It is instructive to examine the evolution of the
droplet aspect ratio G = H/D, which is shown to monotonically
decrease during the entire injection-retraction process [Fig. 2(b)].
Two main stages are based on the set flow rate Q = 2 mL min�1

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus. (a) Top: Schematics of setup for oil-immersed
water droplet spreading and receding on textured surfaces. Bottom: Micro-
graphs of laser-patterned microfluidic grids, (i) d = 15, (ii) d = 25, and (iii) 35 mm.
(b) Synchronous profile and bottom views for characterization of free surface
and wetted area evolution. Water in 10-cS oil on surface 1b with d = 30 mm.
(c) Schematics of grid characteristics.
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used for infusion and retraction. The inflation stage takes place
at constant Q and consists of two phases, including (i) initial
pendant drop contact at early times and (ii) sustained growth
between t1 and t2. The flow rate is turned off at instant t2 to
allow for (iii) the natural droplet relaxation. While some dro-
plets tend to growth asymmetrically from the injection needle,
the evolution of wetted area remains consistent for a para-
metric study and the needle is repositioned in the center of the
droplet before inverting Q at t3 to ensure a symmetrical defla-
tion process. The deflation stage is separated into three phases
with (iv) a withdrawal period where most of the droplet volume
is decreased with fixed contact line, followed by (v) an apparent
dewetting stage starting at t4 where the receding liquid wedge is
extracted leaving a thin water film at the surface. At the end of
the apparent dewetting stage, a small droplet is usually left on
the surface near the suction location. The flow rate is turned off

at t5 to allow for observing (vi) the natural film retraction on
surfaces of various topologies. The contact line velocity V = dD/(2dt)
significantly decreases during the inflation stage, ranging from
V B 10�2 m s�1 when the immersed drop makes initial contact
with the surface18 to a few microns per second during the
sustained growth period and V B 10�7 m s�1 in the relaxation
phase,16 which corresponds to very low capillary numbers
Ca1 = Z1V/g12 B 10�7 [Fig. 2(c)].

Using a quasi-static assumption, the free surface is expected
to conform to a spherical shape to minimize interfacial area. In
the case of smooth surfaces, the relationship between the
height-to-base diameter ratio G = H/D and contact angle y for
a spherical cap is based on geometry according to

H

D
¼ 1� cos y

2 sin y
(1)

In Fig. 2(d), we compare independent measurements of G and y
from the profile views with eqn (1) across the various stages and
find relatively good agreement between model and experiment.
Therefore, the droplet aspect ratio G provides a useful para-
meter to characterize small immersed droplets contact angles
on heterogeneous surfaces. By contrast, for large sessile drops
flattened by gravity in ambient air, the average contact angle y
on a composite surface can be determined form the height H
only.28 Here, during the sustained growth period, the aspect G
is found to remain constant [Fig. 2(b)], which provides com-
plementary information for characterizing advancing contact
angle on textured surfaces.

4. Apparent advancing contact angles

Surface patterning strongly affect dynamic contact angles. As
the surface coverage s ranges between two smooth surfaces for
s = 0 and 1, with respective advancing contact angles yAB = 55
on the bare surface and yAC = 78 � 3 degrees on the coated
surface, the maximum apparent advancing contact angle yA0

measured during sustained growth on textured surfaces shows
significant increase to about 120 degrees for intermediate value
of s [Fig. 3(a)]. Such large values of yA0 suggest strong contact
line pinning11 at the edge of grid lines having characteristic
angle f = p/2 with the possibility of a maximum, local apparent
contact angle yAM = p � f + yAC E 168 degrees, which is well in
excess of our observed values of yA0. Measurements of yA0 are
reported on Fig. 3(b) for the case of varying external phase
viscosity Z2 on surfaces 1b and on Fig. 3(c) for various topolo-
gies at fixed Z2. In these figures, we also report the evolution of
the average aspect ratio G as a function of s during sustained
growth and find a similar trend. It is found, in particular, that a
rough substrate made of a single material, i.e., surfaces 1c and
2c, displays larger contact angles for low surface fractions s.
The slight increase of yA0 for coated surfaces at low s, is
interpreted based on the larger contact angle on photoresist
compared to bare glass. On the one hand, the relative inde-
pendence of the texture height h on contact angles for the case
of immersed droplets suggests the partial capture of oil patches
inside the grid bottom basins during the spreading process

Fig. 2 Growth and withdrawal of a sessile drop in a viscous phase. (a)
Superimposed time-series of growth (left) and withdrawal (right) stages of
a water droplet in 100 cS-oil on surface 1b with d = 30 mm, Dt = 20 s. Thick
red lines correspond to stage transitions. (b) Temporal evolution of base
diameter D, droplet height H, and aspect ratio G during inflation and
deflation processes: (i) initial spreading, (ii) sustained growth, (iii) relaxation,
(iv) withdrawal, (v) apparent dewetting, and (vi) film retraction. (c) Smoothed
contact line velocity as a function of time during sustained growth and
relaxation stages. (d) Relationship between G and measured contact angle y
at stage transitions. Solid line: eqn (1).
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resulting in a water droplet spreading in a Cassie state. On the
other hand, the effective reduced gravity environment during
immersed spreading limits significant influence of the height
of vertical walls on hydrostatic pressure at the contact line and,
similar to the small influence of horizontal walls – character-
ized with d – on yA0, the height h of grid patterns has negligible
role on contact angle for droplet in a Wenzel state. In general,
data suggest that droplets are in partial Cassie and Wenzel
states with complex fluid rearrangements at various time-scales
as discussed in following sections. Experimental measure-
ments of local contact angles yA0 4 p/2 in this work, however,
are outside the theoretical range of validity of both Wenzel law,
cos yA0 = r cos yAC where r is the grid roughness, due to the
change of sign of cos y at y = p/2 as well as Cassie law, cos yA0 =
s cos yAC + (1–s)cos yAB, for a droplet resting on coated and bare
surfaces with both yAC and yAB o p/2. While the partial capture
of oil patches in grid cavities suggests a modified Cassie law
where yAB is substituted with p similar to the case of air
pockets,45 bottom views typically show that droplet contact

lines are primarily pinned on grid lines thereby limiting the
use of modified Cassie–Baxter relationships21 in our case.

Overall, contact angles yG based on measurements of G and
calculated using eqn (1) slightly underestimate direct measure-
ments of yA0 [Fig. 3(d)]. Indeed, as droplets spread on textured
surfaces, planar geometric arrangements of grids introduce
anisotropic energy barrier constraints for the contact line,
and different contact angles are observed during slow motion
along facets and corners of the wetted area. The appearance of
a dual meniscus in the profile view on Fig. 3(e) provides
evidence of the multiplicity of contact angles along the contact
line at a given time. In particular, the measured yA0, which is
typically larger than p/2, corresponds to the fraction of contact
line pinned along a facet, while the apparent contact angle
lower than p/2 corresponds to a droplet corner. Therefore,
measurements of yG provide an average measurement of spatially
varying contact angles along the wetted area.

These observations suggest that, over the range of para-
meters investigated, the planar arrangement of textures plays
an important role on apparent contact angle due to faceting of
the wetted area and corresponding free surface deformation
used in the measurement of apparent contact angles. In the
following, we examine how surface patterning affect wetting
morphologies.

5. Morphology of wetted area

In this section, we study the relationship between the wetted
area shape and surface patterning. In particular, our high-
resolution image acquisition system allows us to examine con-
tact motion at the grid level as shown in Fig. 4(a) for the case of a
large grid size d = 85 mm. The quadrille grid of size d provides a
reference system for the detailed investigation of the evolution of
the radius of curvature r of a droplet corner as a function of the
average droplet radius R = D/2 where D is the average distance
between facets. In Fig. 4(b), r and R are measured in unit of d
and data suggest that r = aR where a E 0.36 remains constant
during forced spreading, which shows that a does not depend
on the drop size. The constant a is also significantly lower than
unity, which corresponds to the numerical value associated
with a disk. Measurements of a are reported on Fig. 4(c) for the
same fluid pair on surfaces having various values of d and
display similar behavior. Overall, the constant a appears as a
smooth function of d on Fig. 4(c).

By analogy with the roundness factor used to characterize
the departure of shapes from a circle, the shape of faceted
drops can be quantified using the ‘squareness’ Sq = 1 � a,
which corresponds to 1 for a square and 0 for a circle.
Measurements of Sq are displayed on Fig. 4(d) for series of
experiments conducted with various outer fluid viscosities Z2 as
a function of surface coverage s. The overall shape factor Sq is
reasonably well fit with a function of the form Sq = 1 � s for
s 4 0.3 as shown in Fig. 4(e), which simply yields a B s. The
relative proportion of faceted drop edges compared to corner
wedges qualitatively explains apparent advancing contact angle

Fig. 3 Evolution of contact angle on patterned surfaces. (a) Micrographs
of droplet during relaxation for (i) s = 0, (ii) 0.44, and (iii) 1 on surfaces 1b.
(b) Evolution of maximal contact angle yA0 and aspect ratio G on surface 1b
as a function of surface coverage s for various oil viscosities Z2. (c) Variations
of yA0 and G versus s for various h and coatings. (d) Comparison of contact
angles based on aspect ratio yG and direct measurement yA0. Solid line: yG =
yA0. (e) Micrographs of dual meniscus for droplet facet and corner.
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data, such as the large increase of yA at low s due to grid
pinning as displayed in Fig. 3(c).

While we previously discussed average droplet morpholo-
gies, small discrepancies are found in the radius of curvature of
each corner for a given droplet as shown on Fig. 4(f). As
instances of asymmetrical faceted growth from the injection
needle are observed, measurements of a are conducted on the
droplet corner the farthest away from the injection point to
avoid free surface deformation due to injection apparatus.
During the relaxation process, the coefficient a is found to
remain constant. As similar trends are observed across all fluid
pairs and surfaces, droplet faceting is clearly shown to increase
as the grid density s is lowered.

6. Apparent receding contact angles

We now turn our attention to the deflation process. As the
retraction flow rate is set at Q = 2 mL min�1 at t3, the withdrawal
stage corresponds to a significant decrease of the water drop
volume while the wetted area remains stationary. Upon reaching
a critical angle at instant t4, a liquid wedge is seen to slide on a

thin deposited film of water on the patterned surface [Fig. 5(a)].
As the water wedge leaves a thin film on the surface, we label the
critical angle at the onset of wedge motion apparent receding
contact yR0 since the actual receding contact angle is close to
zero degree and cannot be observed using our apparatus. We
analyze micrographs generated from profile views to extract the
value of the apparent receding contact yR0 [Fig. 5(b)] and find a
nearly constant value of yR0 B 18 degrees across all textured
surfaces and fluid pairs [Fig. 5(c)]. Subsequently, the water wedge
is seen to recede after t4 and an inversion of the free surface
curvature is observed. During the apparent dewetting stage most
of the initially injected droplet volume is evacuated from the
substrate. Measurements of dynamic contact angle enable the
quantification of apparent contact angle hysteresis Dy0 = yA0� yR0,
which displays the shape of a slightly skewed bell curve toward
low s. Quantifying the apparent contact angle hysteresis Dy0 is
of practical use to estimate the overall droplet water volume
confined on textured substrates.

7. Water film retraction

As the water wedge recedes, the presence of a thin film is
evident from both profile and bottom views [Fig. 6(a)]. In turn,
over long period of times, the thin film retracts at an initial
average velocity VR estimated from image analysis [Fig. 6(b)]
and the overall mechanism is illustrated on Fig. 6(c). Measure-
ments of VR as a function s show the presence of a minimal
value V�R around d = 30 mm, which corresponds to an inter-
mediate value of s = 0.5 [Fig. 6(d)]. Experiments conducted
while varying the continuous phase viscosity Z2 show a decrease of

V�R with outer viscosity according to V�R � Z2
�1=3 [Fig. 6(d)-inset],

Fig. 4 Faceted growth. (a) Measurements of radius of curvature r of a
corner and average droplet radius R. Water in 10-cS oil on surface 1b with
d = 85 mm. (b) Evolution of normalized r/d as a function of R/d for the case
shown in (a). Solid line: r/d = aR/d with a = 0.36. Dashed-line: a = 1.
(c) Variations of r with R for water in 10-cS oil on various substrates.
(d) Measurements of a as a function of d for water in 10-cS oil. (e) Droplet
squareness Sq versus surface coverage s for various oil viscosities Z2. Solid
line: Sq = 1 � s. (f) Micrographs of faceted droplets for water in 10-cS oil:
(i) s = 0.84, (ii) 0.69, (iii) 0.50, and (iv) 0.30.

Fig. 5 Droplet withdrawal process. (a) Time-series of profile views of
deflation process in 10-cS oil on surface 1b with d = 35 mm, Dt = 50 s,
frame (ii) corresponds to the instant t4 when yR0 is measured. (b) Measure-
ments of apparent receding contact angle yR0 as a function of surface
coverage s for various fluids and substrates. (c) Combined apparent
contact angle Dy hysteresis versus s for all fluids and textures.
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which suggests that the external phase capillary number
Ca2 = Z2V/g12 alone is not sufficient to predict film dewetting
in a viscous ambient phase.

8. Trapped oil droplets

Finally, we discuss the formation and evolution of minute oil
droplets trapped in the wells formed by the grid pattern during
the spreading process. As the contact line moves across deco-
rated surfaces, some viscous oil patches are found to remain
trapped below the main water droplet [Fig. 7(a)]. Over time,
square-shaped oil patches coil back to reduce interfacial area
and form a variety of small oil droplets. Evidence of the
formation of trapped droplets is shown in Fig. 7(b), where
droplets corresponds to darker regions on the substrate due to
large interfacial curvature. In particular, the droplet density
appears to increase over time in the wake of the contact line
since the large viscosity coefficient of the oil phase compared to
that of the water Z2 c Z1 introduce relatively ‘slow’ oil droplet
coiling compared to ‘fast’ water drop dynamics.

While small viscous oil droplets seem to appear randomly
during sustained growth of water droplets, oil droplet density is
usually large below the injection point where the contact line
velocity was sufficiently large during the initial spreading stage
to capture oil patches in grid wells. The shape of densely
populated oil droplet areas is also correlated with the water
droplet spreading direction as seen in Fig. 7(b)(iv), where
droplet clusters stretch normal to the contact line direction.

The presence of trapped droplets is particularly apparent
during the film retraction process where a thin film of water
can remain anchored to an oil droplet cluster as represented on
Fig. 7(c). An example of such cluster is shown on Fig. 7(d) with
the help of micrographs taken at various magnifications,
including the large-scale view used to record dynamics as well
as photographs taken through an inverted microscope where

the container was carefully placed at the end of the experiment.
The microscope views show complex film rearrangement over
coated droplets as well as individual droplet arrangement in
each cavity.

In the course of these experiments, the long-term evolution
of trapped oil droplets consists of a mix of coated droplet and
coalescing droplets depending on local flow history as shown
on Fig. 7(e). While the presence of coated droplets is seen in the
microscopic views, coalescing droplets are also observed during
film retraction over densely populated regions over long peri-
ods of time as shown in Fig. 7(f).

The appearance of oil droplets in grid cavities is reminiscent
of the trapping of gas bubbles during the spreading of water on
rough hydrophobic surfaces in air for yA 4 p/2. The partial
wetting conditions of grid patterns in our experiment, however,
suggest the existence of a critical cavity aspect ratio LC for the
onset of oil droplet capture. Indeed, while considering a contact
line at the top edge of a grid pattern clarifies the presence of
large apparent contact angles, conversely when a contact line
advances toward the bottom edge of a grid pattern of height h, a
simple geometrical construction with a straight free surface
indicates that a cavity of length s is expected to trap an oil patch
if s/h r LC, where the critical aspect ratio reads LC = tan yA

[Fig. 8(a)]. Here, as s = d � (wx + wy)/2, the evolution of L = s/h

Fig. 6 Dynamics of film retraction. (a) Micrograph of top and profile
views for water in 10-cS oil and d = 40 mm. (b) Time-series of receding
contact line position, Dt = 6 min. (c) Schematics of film retraction process.
(d) Evolution of VR as a function of d. Inset: Evolution of lowest velocity

V�R vs. Z2. Solid line: V�R ¼ 0:6Z2
�0:34.

Fig. 7 Phenomenology of trapped oil droplets. (a) Schematics of for-
mation process with oil patch capture and droplet coiling. (b) Time-series
of micrographs with increase in oil droplet density over time from (i) to (iv)
with Dt = 10 min, surface 2c with d = 35 mm (c) Sketch of cluster formation
during film retraction. (d) Micrographs of droplet cluster on surface 2b with
d = 40 mm at various magnifications with complex droplet coating.
(e) Illustration of coated and coalescing droplets. (f) Time-series of dewetting
process over high-density of coalescing droplets, surface 2b with d = 35 mm,
Dt = 1 hour.
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with the grid coverage s is displayed on Fig. 8(b) for the two
different grid heights, h1 and h2, used in the experiment and the
line LC = tan 781 E 4.7 demarks anticipated regions of trapped
oil droplets from those with clean surfaces. Incidentally,
although the evolution of LC with yA is evident, it is noteworthy
to consider the divergence of LC near p/2. Hence, our approach
reveals an intriguing regime of partial wetting with relatively
large angles yA where wide dead-end pores with large L can
readily capture oil patches. By contrast, for low contact angles,
such as yA o p/4, only deep cavities with L o 1 can potentially
capture oil droplets.

Overall, our experiments confirm this finding as can be seen
on the various regime maps of trapped oil droplets in Fig. 8(c)
and (d). For the experimental series conducted while varying
the external phase viscosity Z2, we find that the domain of
droplet presence as a function of s increases with Z2, which is
consistent with the fact that the oil patch capture increases
with oil viscosity [Fig. 8(a)]. For experiments interrogating the
influence of coating and grid height h, we find more trapped
droplets occurrence as h increases. In this case, data suggest a

value of LC corresponding to contact angles in slight excess of
yA, which is consistent with the increase of yA with velocity
according to standard dynamic contact angle analysis.

Overall, while the typical size of trapped oil droplets scales
with d, a great variety of morphologies are observed for a given
substrate depending on location. In addition, the position of a
droplet in a cell is dependent upon the flow history and
droplets sometimes appear located near the well’s wall closest
to flow direction as shown in Fig. 8(a)(iii) for a large grid. For
large grid heights, oil patches and droplets appear pigmented
with smaller droplets suggesting potential Ostwald ripening
phenomena between water and silicone oils over long period
of times.

9. Conclusions

In this work, we examine the wetting dynamics of liquid–liquid
systems on a variety of microtextured surfaces at multiple
scales using a sessile drop method. We first show that, when
immersed in a liquid phase, the droplet aspect ratio G
decreases monotonically during the droplet inflation-deflation
process with a plateau during the sustained growth stage. The
characteristic G is compared with direct measurements of
advancing contact angles on composite surfaces. The presence
of a square grid pattern significantly influences the shape of the
droplets, which display faceted growth with apparent contact
angles y 4 p/2 larger than contact angles y o p/2 found on
individual smooth components due to significant pinning on
grid edges. The morphology of the wetted area is analyzed
based on the ratio of the radius of curvature of droplet corner to
the mean droplet radius to calculate the squareness coefficient
that is found to linearly depends on the grid surface coverage.
In the retraction regime, we find a nearly uniform apparent
receding contact angle associated with the initial retraction of a
water wedge from the surface leaving a thin film at the surface.
Information about advancing and receding contact angle
enables the calculation of the apparent contact angle hysteresis
Dy, which primarily depends on s and is relatively independent
of h and fluid viscosities in the quasi-static regime at very small
capillary numbers.

Natural droplet relaxation dynamics and film retraction
velocity are found in the range of 100 nm s�1. Given the large
viscosity of the external phase, experiments show the presence
of trapped oil droplets under the main water drop at the
surface. We develop a criterion for the onset of oil trapping
in dead-end pores of various aspect ratios and examine the
morphology and arrangement of residual oil drops using multiple
magnifications to reveal coated droplet and coalescing droplets.
Finally, we discuss the role of surface characteristics and fluid
property on the occurrence of trapped oil droplets.

Overall, this work shows rich wetting dynamics with a
roughness-induced transition from partial wetting to partial
non-wetting in a previously poorly explored region of parameter
space. Future work could investigate the role of droplet viscos-
ity and flow rate in the presence of surfactant during natural

Fig. 8 Trapped droplets. (a) Illustration of the role of cavity aspect ratio
L = s/h on droplet trapping with yA = 781. (b) evolution of L with s for h1 (K)
and h2 (m), dashed-line: LC = 4.7. Inset: Evolution of LC with advancing
contact angle yA, solid line: LC = tan yA. (c and d) Regime maps of trapped
droplets (closed symbols) and clean surfaces (open symbols). (c) Top:
Observed occurrence of trapped droplets for experiments conducted at
various oil viscosity Z2 and surface coverage s. Bottom: High-magnification
micrographs of surface near injection area. (d) Top: Map of trapped droplet
based on surface property and coverage s. Bottom: High-magnification
micrographs of coated surface with coated oil patches and droplets.
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and forced wetting and dewetting of microtextured surfaces to
fully characterize the water-oil wetting dynamics on complex
liquid-infused and immersed surfaces.
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